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This paper describes the design of the runtime systems of two variants of the SAC-2
computer algebra library: Saclib and Paclib. Saclib is a C version of SAC-2, supporting automatic garbage collection and embeddability. Paclib is a parallel version of
Saclib, supporting light-weight concurrency, non-determinism, virtual tasks, and parallel garbage collection.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we report an on-going work on developing two variants of the SAC-2
computer algebra library [Collins and Loos, 1982]: Saclib and Paclib, where Saclib
is a C version of SAC-2, and Paclib is a parallel version of Saclib. In particular we
concentrate on the design and implementation of the \kernels" (i.e. the runtime systems)
of these two packages. We decided to report both systems in the same paper since they
are closed related.
The SAC-2 computer algebra library is a collection of carefully designed algorithms for
various operations over integers, rationals, nite elds, algebraic numbers, and polynomials with such coecients. The algorithms in the library are coded in the programming
language Aldes [Loos, 1976]. In order to produce an executable program using the library, one usually translates the Aldes code into FORTRAN and uses a FORTRAN
compiler.
The rst part of this paper describes the work on developing a C version of SAC-2,
namely Saclib [Buchberger et al, 1992]. Other people have worked on translating SAC-2
into languages such as Lisp and Modula-2 [Langemyr, 1989] [Kredel, 1988]. We chose
the C language for our work since it is most wide-spread, portable, and ecient. Portability was an important issue since we plan to distribute our work in the public domain
y Supported by the Austrian Science Foundation (FWF) grant S5302-PHY \Parallel Symbolic
Computation".
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so that any researchers in computer algebra or engineers can freely obtain a copy and
use it. While designing the Saclib kernel, we desired to meet various requirements.
Among them, the most important ones were automatic garbage collection and embeddability. These requirements were met mainly by adopting a conservative garbage collection scheme where the system stack is used for identifying the potential roots of active
list cells.
The second part of this paper describes the work on developing a parallel version
of Saclib, namely Paclib [Hong et al, 1992]. The kernel of Paclib was designed to
meet the following requirements: upward compatibility to the Saclib kernel, high-level
parallel programming model, light-weight concurrency, non-determinism and speculative
parallelism, communication by heap references, and parallel garbage collection.
For this purpose, we adapted the System package [Buhr and Stroobosscher, 1990]
that supports light-weight concurrency on shared-memory multiprocessors and workstations running under UNIX. The system has been implemented on a 20 processor
Sequent Symmetry shared memory multi-processor. The visualization environment
Pacvis [Hong et al, 1994] allows to monitor the dynamic behavior of a Paclib program.

2. Related Work

Our work on the further development and parallelization of SAC-2 was preceded by
and owes much to Wolfgang Kuchlin's Parsac-2 system [Kuchlin, 1990]. This package
has introduced S-threads (symbolic threads) on top of the C-threads interface of the
operating system Mach.
In addition to the functionality of C-threads, S-threads can allocate list cells from
a local set of heap pages attached to the thread. If the set is exhausted, new pages
are allocated from a global pool of memory pages. Memory is reclaimed by preventive
garbage collection [Kuchlin and Nevin, 1991]: a terminating S-thread copies its result
into the page set of the parent thread and adds its own page set to the global pool. If a
task exclusively owns the references to all cells it has allocated (either because it has not
started any subtasks or because it has duplicated all argument structures into the page
sets of its subtasks), it may also perform local garbage collection.
Kuchlin and Ward have also implemented the concept of virtual C-threads [Kuchlin
and Ward, 1992]: A virtual thread may be \inlined" (i.e. executed by the parent thread)
if it has not yet been executed at the point its result is required. Thus a restriction
of Mach (that allows only a limited number of threads) is overcome, and, by reducing
the overhead for thread creation and synchronization, parallel cut-o points in divideand-conquer algorithms can be avoided. Idling processors or terminating threads do not
themselves realize respectively execute virtual threads; instead an additional scheduler
thread is awaked from time to time to realize new threads whenever the system load
becomes too low.
Network-Sac [Seitz, 1990] is a parallel version of SAC-2 for the coarse-grain parallelization of algebraic programs on computer networks. Every computer runs a single
SAC-2 process (the algorithm server ) that receives from a scheduler messages describing
tasks to be executed.
Task arguments and results are converted into a character format, transferred over the
network and then transformed back into the internal representation. Since each algorithm
server uses a separate heap, no global garbage collector is required. The concept of bags
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is applied to express non-deterministic computations; futures (i.e. task references) are
put into a bag, any access to the bag then returns the rst available result.
Recently, also a parallel version of SAC-2 for the KSR-1 virtual shared memory computer has been presented [Kredel, 1994]. Similar to Parsac-2 this system is based on
the C-threads interface (provided by the machine's native operating system OSF/1).
To improve the data locality of programs, every processor uses a separate heap that is
garbage-collected independently of the others. Task arguments and results are copied
into the heap of the corresponding processor.

3. The SACLIB Kernel

This section gives an overview of the kernel of Saclib [Buchberger et al, 1992], the C
version of the computer algebra library SAC-2 [Collins and Loos, 1982], [Loos, 1976].
3.1. Design Goals

The main points taken into consideration when Saclib was designed were the following:
1 Compatibility to SAC-2: As we intended to build upon the work done for SAC-2
by using its wide range of algorithms, the kernel should be such that it would
support the SAC-2 algorithms without making changes to the existing code (apart
from syntactic translations) necessary.
2 Eciency: The system (and especially the low-level kernel functions) should be
computationally as ecient as possible.
3 Portability: The system should be easily portably among UNIX systems, thus
making it available to a large number of users.
4 Programming environment: The system should be easy to use both for the algorithm designer and the applications programmer. This demand encompasses a
simple interface to the system's functions and the availability of program development tools.
5 Embeddability: It should be possible to link Saclib to application programs
and to call the functions directly, thereby avoiding time-consuming communication
protocols.
6 Hidden garbage collection: Developers should not be required to do special
coding for bookkeeping tasks such as garbage collection.
3.2. Overall Design

Aiming at the goals described above resulted in the following major design decisions:
1 Programming Language: By using C as the development language of Saclib,
several goals were already met to a high degree: C allows the production of highly efcient code and applications based on the standard C functions are highly portable.
Furthermore, C is the basic language of the UNIX operating system, thus the powerful UNIX source code debugging and maintenance tools can be used.
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2 Conservative Garbage Collection: Since Saclib may be embedded in all kinds
of applications, we must not make any assumptions about the context in which
Saclib functions are called, in particular not about the layout of program data.
However, we have to identify all potential roots of active list cells for garbage
collection. Since we do not want to burden the program (respectively the programmer) with extra code for the bookkeeping of heap references, we use a conservative
garbage collection scheme where it is safe to mistake a memory item for a heap
reference [Boehm and Weiser, 1988].
In the following section, we describe how the programmer can use the system.
3.3. Programming Interface

To the C programmer, Saclib is simply another library of functions which are linked
to a program and can be called (after proper initialization) from anywhere in the code.
Figure 1 shows the basic layout of a program using Saclib functions. The user-supplied
routine sacMain is called by a built-in C language main routine (not shown here) which
carries out all the necessary initialization and cleanup. In this way, coding overhead for
using Saclib functions is minimized.
Furthermore, note that the programmer need not insert any statements regarding
garbage collection, and neither are they added by some preprocessor. A minimal amount
of bookkeeping is necessary for the handling of global variables. An example is given in
Figure 2. See also the following section for details.
As an alternative to sacMain it is also possible to call the initialization function explicitly at some later point in the program, as shown in Figure 3. Here some subroutine
is a module of a larger application program. Calls to Saclib's algebraic algorithms are
embedded in this subroutine, so that the resources (esp. memory) used by Saclib are
only allocated when needed. Thereby, the use of Saclib is completely encapsulated and
has no impact on the design of the main program.
In SAC-2 and its programming language Aldes, the kernel's list processing and
garbage collection facilities are accessed by the three primitive functions COMP, FIRST,
and RED, which correspond to cons, car, and cdr in the LISP. Implementing C versions
of these Aldes functions allowed us to convert all other algorithms of the SAC-2 library
by a simple syntactic translation from Aldes to C. Below we describe the semantics of
these SAC-2 / Saclib list processing primitives.
The basic data type in Saclib is called Word. This is similar to the type int from C,
with some restrictions:
Atoms (also called BETA-digits or simply digits) are all integer constants or variables

of type Word of value greater than -BETA and less than +BETA, where BETA is a
positive integer constant. For a machine with n-bit words, BETA should not be
greater than 2 ?3. This limit is set in order to avoid additive over ow and to
provide bits for list processing and garbage collection. Usually BETA is set to be
2 ?3.
Lists are either empty, which is indicated by the constant value NIL, or they are
constructed by the function COMP(x,L), which puts the atom or list x at the head
of the (possibly empty) list L and returns the resulting list.
n

n
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#include "saclib.h"
int sacMain(int argc, char *argv[])
{
Word
I,F;
Step1: /* Input. */
SWRITE("Please enter an integer: "); I = IREAD();
Step2: /* Compute factorial. */
F = IFACTL(I);
Step3: /* Output. */
IWRITE(F); SWRITE("is the factorial of "); IWRITE(I);
return(0);
}
Figure 1.

A sample program.

#include "saclib.h"
Word

F = NIL;

int sacMain(int argc, char *argv[])
{
Step0: /* Declare global variables. */
GCGLOBAL(&F);
Step1: /* Input. */
...
}
Figure 2.

Fragment of a sample program using global variables.

#include "saclib.h"
... some_subroutine(...)
{
Word dummy;
...
/* Other variable declarations. */
Step1:
Step2:
Step3:
}

/* Initialize SACLIB. */
BEGINSACLIB(&dummy);
/* Use SACLIB. */
...
/* Remove SACLIB. */
ENDSACLIB(SAC_FREEMEM);
return(...);

Figure 3.

Embedding Saclib in a subroutine.
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The two primitive list operations which are dual to COMP are FIRST(L), which
returns the rst element of a (non-empty) list L, and RED(L), which returns the
reductum of a (non-empty) list L, i.e. the list L without its rst element.
This scheme originally employed by SAC-2 allows the use of the standard C operators +,
-, *, /, %, etc. for atoms provided that the results stay in the allowed range. Furthermore,
the distinction between lists and atoms can be made based on the value of the variable,
so it is not necessary to allocate and access additional memory for storing the type of an
object. Its in uence on garbage collection is made clear in the following sections.
3.4. Heap Management

In order to keep the SAC-2 semantics of list processing, its way of implementing lists
was also used in Saclib:
When Saclib is initialized, the array SPACE containing NU + 1 Words (with NU being
a global variable de ned in the kernel) is allocated. This array is used as the memory
space for list processing.
Lists are built from cells, which are pairs of consecutive Words the rst of which is at
an odd position in the SPACE array. List handles (\pointers" to lists) are de ned to be
BETA plus the index of the rst cell of the list in the SPACE array. As mentioned above,
the handle of the empty list is NIL (which is a constant equal to BETA). Figure 4 shows
the structure of the SPACE array.
The rst Word of each cell is used for storing the handle of the next cell in the list (i.e.
the value returned by RED), while the second Word contains the data of the list element
represented by the cell (i.e. the value returned by FIRST). Thus, we have FIRST(L) =
SPACE[L-BETA+1] and RED(L) = SPACE[L-BETA]. Figure 5 gives a graphical representation of the cell structure for a sample list, with arrows representing list handles.
The C language allows us to improve the eciency of FIRST and RED. We introduce
two C pointers SPACEB and SPACEB1 de ned by SPACEB = SPACE?BETA and SPACEB1
= SPACE?BETA + 1. Using these, we can set FIRST(L) = SPACEB1[L] and RED(L) =
SPACEB[L].
As already mentioned in the previous section, atoms are required to be integers a with
?BETA < a < BETA. This allows the garbage collector and other functions operating on
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lists to decide whether a variable of type Word contains an atom or a list handle. Note
that list handles can only be odd values between BETA and BETA + NU.
Most of the well-known garbage collection schemes require adding bookkeeping statements to the program code, e.g. for counting the number of references to a list cell or for
declaring variables referencing list cells to the garbage collector. While such statements
can be automatically inserted (by a separate pre-compiler) and need not increase the
amount of work done by the programmer, they do increase the running time of the program, because they are executed even if there is a sucient amount of memory available
so that garbage collection is not necessary.
In Saclib, time is spent for garbage collection only when its conservative garbage
collector is invoked by COMP in the case of the kernel's internal list of available (i.e.
unreferenced) cells being empty. A mark-and-sweep method is employed for identifying
unused cells:
1 Mark: The processor registers, the system stack, and the global variables declared
by a call to GCGLOBAL are searched for list handles. If a list handle is found, the
cells of the list are traversed and marked. If the second Word of a cell contains a list
handle, the corresponding cells are marked recursively. Marking of a cell is done
by negating the value of its rst word. Thus, the rst word must contain only a
list handle or NIL, while the second word can contain any word size data (such as
single-precision oating point numbers).
2 Sweep: In the sweep step, the list of available cells is built: Unmarked cells in the
SPACE array are linked to the list. If a cell is marked, it is only unmarked and not
changed in any other way. Unmarking of a cell is done by negating (back) the value
of its rst word.
By this scheme it is guaranteed that all cells which are referenced (directly or indirectly)
by any of the program's variables are not linked to the list of available cells. The problem
here is that the stack in general does not only contain variables from Saclib code, but
also C pointers, oating point numbers, arbitrary integer values, etc. It might happen
that some of these fall into the range of a legal list handle when interpreted as a Word.
This may result in some cells, which should go into the list of available cells, being left
unchanged. While this does not in uence the correctness of the program, it does incur a
trade o of memory needs against execution speed.
Extensive testing and heavy use of the system have shown that in general this does not
impose a problem, i.e. the number of cells being kept allocated due to wrongly interpreted
references is not signi cant compared to the amount of memory used.

4. The PACLIB Kernel

In this section, we describe the design of the Paclib kernel which is a parallel variant
of the Saclib kernel for shared memory multiprocessors [Schreiner, Hong 1993].
4.1. Design Goals

In the design phase of the Paclib kernel, we raised several demands the parallel
computer algebra kernel should ful ll:
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1 Upward compatibility to the Saclib kernel: The Paclib kernel should provide
the same interface to the heap and the same eciency of heap access as the Saclib
kernel. Each function of the Saclib library should therefore run without change
and without loss of speed when linked with the Paclib kernel.
2 High-level parallel programming model: The system should be based on a
high-level parallel programming model. It should be possible to spawn each function
of the Saclib library as a concurrent task and to retrieve the result of this function
without any change of the interface. Tasks should be rst-class objects.
3 Light-weight concurrency: Since many parallel algebraic algorithms are rather
ne-grained, the runtime overhead for the creation of a new task should be very
small and it should be possible to spawn thousands of tasks.
4 Non-determinism and speculative parallelism: Since the runtime of algebraic
algorithms can often not be predicted, there should be a synchronization construct
waiting for a whole set of tasks and returning the rst available result. If the results
of the other tasks are not needed any more, it should be possible to abort these
tasks.
5 Communication by heap references: On a shared memory machine, task arguments and task results should be heap references only. Neither the creation of a
new task nor its termination should require to copy whole Saclib structures (which
would increase the runtime and might duplicate originally shared substructures).
6 Parallel garbage collection: There should be a global garbage collector that on
demand reclaims all of the no more referenced heap cells. The garbage collector
should be parallelized in order to pro t from the multi-processor architecture.
In the following subsections, we will describe how and to which extent we met these
demands. A comprehensive description of the kernel design can be found in [Schreiner,
1992].
4.2. Overall Design

The task management of the Paclib kernel is built on top of the System [Buhr
and Stroobosscher, 1990]. This free software package consists of a library of C functions
supporting light-weight concurrency on shared memory multiprocessors and Unix workstations. The System kernel distributes tasks (light-weight processes) among virtual
processors which are (heavy-weight) Unix processes scheduled by the operating system.
On a multi-processor, virtual processors are therefore executed by multiple hardware
processors truly in parallel. The System task management is quite ecient and allows
the utilization of rather ne-grained parallelism .
The Paclib kernel consists of the following main components (depicted in Figure 6):
1 Ready Queue: This queue contains all tasks that are active but not running . The
scheduler selects tasks for execution from the head of this queue; tasks that are
preemptively descheduled are inserted at the tail.
2 Shared Heap: The Saclib heap serves as the only communication medium between tasks. There is no communication bottleneck since all Paclib tasks may read
all heap cells simultaneously.
3 Virtual Processors: Each virtual processor is a Unix process that owns a local
list LAVAIL of free heap cells. Each task executed on this processor allocates new
heap cells from this list.
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Paclib Kernel Design

Word PIPROD(Word a, Word b) {
Word l, n, i, j, b0, b1;
Word t, tlist;
l = LENGTH(b);
n = l / N + (l % N != 0);
tlist = NIL;
for (i = 0; i <= n; i ++) {
ADVANCE(N, b, &b0, &b1);
j = i*N;
t = pacStart(IPRODS, 3, a, b0, j);
tlist = COMP(t, tlist);
b = b1;
}
for (i = 0; i < n-1; i++) {
b0 = pacWaitListRm(&tlist);
b1 = pacWaitListRm(&tlist);
t = pacStart(ISUM, 2, b0, b1);
tlist = COMP(t, tlist);
}
return(pacWaitOne(FIRST(tlist)));
}
Figure 7.
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/* parallel integer product */
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

length of b */
number of tasks */
list of tasks */
start tasks */
split off subinteger b0 */
shifting factor */
start task for (a*b0)<<j */
put task into list */
rest of b (without b0) */

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

collect results */
1st result, remove task */
2nd result, remove task */
start task for b0+b1 */
put new task into list */

/* result of last task */

Parallel Integer Multiplication

4 Global Available List: GAVAIL is a global list of free lists in which the unused
heap cells are linked together. Processors whose local lists run out of free cells
receive their new LAVAIL from GAVAIL.
The next section describes the programming interface to the system in more detail.
4.3. Programming Interface

Most algebraic algorithms are based on purely mathematical functions that are entirely
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de ned by their argument/result behavior. The basic Paclib model of parallelism re ects
this view. A Paclib task receives certain Saclib objects as input arguments and returns
a Saclib object as its result. This result may be retrieved later by a handle to this task.
t

= pacStart(f ,

ai )

creates a new task that asynchronously executes f (a ). The task handle t is a rstorder object that can be passed to other functions/tasks and stored in any Saclib data
structure.
i

v

= pacWait(&t ,

ts )

returns the result v of one of the denoted tasks ts and returns the handle t of the delivering
task. If all denoted tasks are still active, pacWait blocks until a task terminates.
pacWait is a non-deterministic construct whose result in general depends on the system
situation at runtime. Only when applied to a single task, its result is uniquely determined.
The additional level of exibility provided by non-determinism may help to considerably
reduce the number of task blockings.
pacWait is also non-destructive i.e. it does not destroy the task whose result is delivered. As a consequence arbitrarily many tasks may asynchronously wait for the same set
ts without interference. This feature distinguishes the Paclib kernel from most other
thread packages except for the MultiLisp futures [Halstead, 1985].
There exist several variations of pacWait: pacWaitListRm takes as its single argument
a Saclib list of task handles and removes from the list the task whose result is delivered;
pacWaitOne waits for the result of a single task.
Figure 7 illustrates the Paclib model of parallelism by a parallel version of the school
algorithm for the multiplication of two integers a and b. PIPROD splits b into subintegers
b0 of N digits and multiplies a with each b0 in parallel. Each task executes the function
IPRODS that multiplies a with b0 and shifts the result by j digits. PIPROD iteratively waits
for the results delivered by any two tasks and starts a new task that adds the results.
Finally, there remains a single task left that returns the total result.
pacStop(tasks )

terminates the execution of all denoted tasks and of all subtasks created by these tasks.
If some task has already delivered its result, it is not a ected any more. pacStop can be
considered as an annotation that does not in uence the correctness of a program (modulo
termination) but only its operational behavior.
There are several parallel algebraic algorithms (e.g. for critical pair completion ) for
which the purely functional model is not adequate. These algorithms can be better described in terms of tasks each of which iteratively receives a sequence of input objects,
processes each object according to its internal state (which is changed by the computation) and forwards a sequence of results to other tasks. Therefore Paclib supports
an additional form of task communication by streams i.e. automatically synchronized
lists that may be used for this purpose. For a comprehensive description of the Paclib
programming model, see [Hong et al, 1992].
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4.4. Task Management

We applied and considerably extended the features of the System in order to implement the Paclib parallel programming model which is higher-level and more general
than the native one. There were two major problems that had to be solved:
1 How to represent the task handles returned by pacStart and
2 How to implement the non-deterministic functionality of pacWait.
For implementing task handles, there basically exist two possibilities: The rst one is
to view such a handle as a task descriptor i.e. as a reference to the workspace of the task.
Before a task terminates, it stores its result in this workspace for the later retrieval by
other tasks. Then either the workspace is not reclaimed as long as there are references
to the task or the workspace is reclaimed when the result is received by another task.
However, the rst approach would waste too much space while in the second approach
(implemented in the System) tasks are not rst-order objects any more.
Therefore we decided to split the description of a task into two separate entities:
1 The result descriptor is a small structure that serves as the rendezvous and synchronization point to other tasks.
2 The task descriptor is a small extension of the System task descriptor that is
placed on top of the task stack (32 KB by default).
A Paclib task is actually a reference to the result descriptor which is a Saclib list
with the following elements:
sem

task

wait

value

is a pointer to a semaphore that provides mutual exclusion on the descriptor.
is a pointer to the task descriptor of the computing task. If the task has
already terminated, task is the constant AVAILABLE.
wait contains, if task 6= AVAILABLE, the head of a queue of tasks blocked on an
attempt to receive the result.
value contains, if task 6= AVAILABLE, the tail of the wait queue and the result of
the task, otherwise.

sem
task

A task descriptor is a record that is placed on top of the stack of the task and contains
(among others) the following elds:
sem
prev
next
result
value
wait
sub
stack stop

is a (pointer to a) semaphore that provides mutual exclusion on the task descriptor.

sem
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Figure 8. Waiting for a Result

and next connect all existing task descriptors into a doubly linked list.
is a reference to the result descriptor of the task.
value is a location that receives the result of another task if the current task is
blocked in a call of pacWait.
wait contains, if the task is blocked in a call of pacWait, a list of those result
descriptors that the current task is waiting for.
sub is a list of result descriptors of all subtasks created by the current task.
stack is an integer that denotes the stack size to be allocated for all tasks created
by the current task.
stop is a ag that is set if another task wants to abort the current task.
prev

result

t = pacStart(f ,a ) allocates a task descriptor and stores the function pointer f and
the arguments a at the begin of the stack. A result descriptor is allocated and mutually
linked with the task descriptor; a reference to this result descriptor is returned as the
task handle t . The new task executes a function pacShell that calls f (a ). When f has
returned its result, pacShell stores the value in the result descriptor and awakes all tasks
blocked on this descriptor. Finally pacShell erases the task link in the result descriptor,
deallocates the task descriptor and terminates the task.
The large task descriptor therefore occupies space only as long as the task is executing.
After termination only the small result descriptor remains active from where subsequent
pacWait calls will return the result without blocking. Since this descriptor is a Saclib
object, it is subject to the general garbage collection mechanism and together with the
result value reclaimed when no task has the handle t any more. Hence, also task results
do not occupy memory longer than necessary.
The non-deterministic nature of pacWait actually requires a complex result delivery
protocol that runs roughly as follows (the numbers in Figure 8 refer to the steps of the
algorithm where the current task waits for a list of tasks containing task1 and task2):
i

i

i
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Delivering the Result

1 Lock: The semaphore associated to the descriptor t of the current task is locked.
This prevents the tasks from delivering their result to t before pacWait has reestablished a consistent state.
2 Scan: All result descriptors in tasks are scanned and the result descriptor r of the
current task is linked into the waiting queues of these descriptors.
3 Found: If a result descriptor in tasks already contains a result, r is removed from
all waiting queues it has previously been linked into. t is unlocked and the result
value is returned.
4 Sleep: If none of the results is already available, the result descriptor list tasks is
stored in the wait eld of t. t is unlocked and the current task is blocked.
5 Awake: After the task has been awaked, the value eld of t contains the result
of one of the tasks it waited for. Likewise, the wait eld now contains the result
descriptor of the task that returned the result.
After the pacShell has received the result of fun , it forwards the value to all tasks
waiting on the result descriptor r (see Figure 9 where the current task delivers a result
to the blocked task):
1 Pick Task: The semaphore associated to r is locked and the rst task t waiting
in the queue is determined. In order to prevent a deadlock situation, r is unlocked
before t is locked and then locked again. Without this detour, a rival task delivering
its result to t might already have locked t and itself try to lock r in order to remove
t from the waiting queue of r.
2 Check Task: If t has disappeared from the waiting queue of r, the corresponding task has in the meantime received its result from a slightly faster rival task.
Otherwise, the current task has \won" the race and may deliver its result to t.
3 Remove Descriptor: t is removed from the waiting queue of r and from the
waiting queues of all other result descriptors that the task is waiting for (the wait
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eld of t holds a list of these descriptors). This guarantees that only one result is
delivered to t.
4 Deliver Result: The result value is written into the value eld of t and r is
written into the wait eld of t. The corresponding task is then awaked and can
extract the desired information from t.
After the result has been delivered to all waiting tasks, it is written into the value eld
of r. The task eld of r is set to AVAILABLE and r is unlocked. The task then unlinks
the task descriptor from the global task list, releases its workspace and terminates.
The details of this algorithm for the delivery of result tasks can be found in [Schreiner,
1992], its correctness has been formally veri ed in [Schreiner, 1993].
4.5. Heap Management

The Paclib kernel provides an operation COMP with the same interface and practically
the same eciency as the Saclib kernel. However, the organization of free lists in the
Paclib kernel is much more sophisticated: There is a free list LAVAIL attached to each
(virtual) processor and there is a global list of free lists GAVAIL. When a task executes
COMP, the new cell is allocated from the LAVAIL of that processor that currently executes
this task. If LAVAIL runs out of free cells, the processor picks the rst list in GAVAIL as
its new LAVAIL (this is the only overhead compared with the Saclib COMP). If GAVAIL is
also empty, a global garbage collection is triggered. This two-level memory management
scheme of Paclib is a compromise between two extremes:
1 Global Available List Only: In order to keep GAVAIL consistent, it must not be
simultaneously updated by di erent processors. Without local available lists, each
call of COMP would require a semaphore operation that would considerably increase
the runtime overhead of the function. Moreover, due to the serial access to GAVAIL,
this shared resource would represent a signi cant bottleneck for parallelization.
2 Local Available Lists Only: Without a global available list, there arises the
danger of wasting heap space. Some processor might consume cells from its local
available list LAVAIL faster than the other processors. It would then trigger garbage
collection even if there were still plenty of free cells available (since these cells were
attached to the local available lists of other processors).
In order to trigger garbage collection, the processor puts the currently executed task
back into the ready queue and interrupts by a Unix signal the execution of the other
(virtual) processors. After all processors have acknowledged the interruption, garbage
collection takes place in two phases:
1 Mark: All cells that can be referenced by any task are marked. Since all user tasks
are descheduled, all heap references are on the stacks of these tasks. Each virtual
processor picks a task descriptor, scans the associated stack and marks all heap
cells that can be reached.
2 Sweep: All unmarked cells are reclaimed to construct a new list GAVAIL. Each
processor scans a di erent portion of the heap, unmarks the marked cells and
reclaims the unmarked cell. When a new free list of the desired length is built,
the list is linked into GAVAIL.
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The work of the sweep phase is well balanced among all processors since they operate
on di erent heap sections of the same size. The balance of load in the mark phase depends
on the number of available tasks and the number of cells that can be reached by each task.
Several experiments [Schreiner and Hong, 1993] show that the eciency of the garbage
collector is actually very high (a speedup of more than 14 could be achieved with 18
processors compared to the sequential Saclib collector).
4.6. Virtual Tasks

In Paclib parallelism may be utilized at a rather low-level yielding a large number
of tasks with small grain-sizes. However we (as other researchers before us) soon faced
an obvious discrepancy. Parallel program development is considerably simpli ed by the
ability to create a large number of light-weight tasks, but each task requires a signi cant
amount of system resources (in particular memory) and is subject to some performance
penalty.
Since the number of physical processors is actually very limited (20 on our system),
the large number of light-weight processes is not appropriately rewarded by reducing
the computation time at the same scale. In practice, during the ne-tuning of a parallel
program the number of tasks is therefore reduced at least to the same order of magnitude
(say some 100) as the number of processors.
The techniques of virtual threads [Kuchlin and Ward, 1992] or lazy task creation [Mohr
et al, 1990] were developed to overcome this discrepancy. Virtual threads are basically
just descriptions of threads that may be created at a low cost but are themselves not yet
executable. The idea is that most of these virtual threads will never become real at their
own (thus avoiding the overhead) but their descriptions will be executed by other real
threads that are already in existence. Consequently, the number of real threads will be
reduced and their grain size will be increased.
In the following subsection we describe the concept of virtual tasks as implemented in
the PACLIB kernel. This implementation was inspired by the virtual S-thread package
of [Kuchlin and Ward, 1992] but implements a more elegant and more ecient task
realization scheme by idling processors and terminating tasks (see the description below
and compare with Section 2).
Virtual Paclib tasks are created by a function call
t

= pacVirtual(f ,

ai )

with the same interface and basic semantics as a pacStart call. The di erence between
both calls is the activation time of the task t: a call of pacStart immediately creates a
full task descriptor and links it into the ready queue of tasks to be selected for execution.
pacVirtual however only allocates a virtual task descriptor as depicted in Figure 10.
This descriptor consists of the Paclib extension of the System task descriptor and
space for the function pointer f and arguments a . Virtual task descriptors have xed
size (about 80 bytes) and are obtained by locked access from a central pool (that is
dynamically extended on demand). The descriptor is linked into a \virtual" scheduling
queue that is distinct from the ready queue of \real" tasks.
The new result descriptor contains a link to the virtual task descriptor; the handle
t returned by pacVirtual may participate in all operations like the handles of result
descriptors that are returned by pacStart and thus connected to real tasks.
i
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A Virtual Paclib Task

A virtual task is \realized" (i.e. transformed into a real task) on the following occasions:
1 Idling: The scheduler of a virtual processor nds the global queue of executable
tasks empty. In this case it picks a descriptor from the virtual task queue and allocates a full-sized task descriptor with a stack. The contents of the virtual descriptor
are transferred into the task descriptor and the link of the corresponding result descriptor is reset to this descriptor. The virtual descriptor is freed and the new task
is activated.
2 Termination: A task is going to terminate after it has delivered its result. In
this case the task tries to grip a descriptor from the virtual task queue. If such
a virtual task is found, the task overwrites its own descriptor with the retrieved
information, resets the link in the corresponding result descriptor, frees the virtual
task descriptor and restarts its execution with the computation of the denoted
function.
3 Deterministic Wait: A task calls pacWait for a single task that is still virtual.
In this case, the task grips the virtual task, computes the denoted function itself,
delivers its result into the corresponding result descriptor (and to all tasks waiting
there) and continues execution.
4 Non-deterministic Wait: A task calls pacWait for several tasks some of which
are still virtual. In this case, the task realizes all virtual tasks before it gets blocked.
Otherwise, the semantics of pacWait would be e ectively changed, since some of
the virtual tasks might never become active (if other tasks do not terminate).
Case 1 is handled by the scheduler code executed in every virtual processor. Case 2 is
managed by the pacShell function that every Paclib task executes. Cases 3 and 4 are
covered by the pacWait function. Consequently no change in the user code is necessary,
i.e. the management details of virtual tasks are entirely hidden from the user. The extra
runtime overhead in pacShell and pacWait consists of a simple test operation.
We will now discuss some of the consequences of our scheduling scheme for virtual
tasks:
1 A real task is only created (unless explicitly by pacStart) when a processor would
idle (or the semantics of the program would be changed) otherwise. The application
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of virtual tasks may therefore essentially reduce (a) the total number of real tasks
ever created and (b) the maximum number of real tasks that exist at any moment.
Virtual tasks have lower priority than real tasks. While the available processor
time is fairly scheduled among all real tasks on a preemptive basis, a virtual task
becomes only active when some real task or some processor has no other choice (in
particular if there is nothing else to do).
A task is only terminated when there is no more virtual task to be executed, hence
the workspace of a task is reused as long as possible. This may essentially improve
the data locality of a program by the reduction of its overall memory requirements
(yielding a higher cache hit ratio and less disk paging).
In a deterministic wait, a task is only blocked when the task connected to the result
descriptor is currently active. Otherwise, the corresponding task either has already
delivered the result or is still virtual and gets \inlined" into the current task.
In a non-deterministic wait, none of the participating tasks is virtual. If just one
task were virtual, this would e ectively change the behavior of the program since
this task might never (or at least too late) become active.

Since a task may be blocked only on a pacWait, the last two arguments show that
virtual tasks do not change the termination semantics of a Paclib program: a program
with virtual tasks terminates if and only if the corresponding program with real tasks
terminates.
4.7. Timings

We present the results of several benchmarks to illustrate the eciency of the runtime system. The timings were performed on a lightly loaded Sequent Symmetry multiprocessor with 128 MB of physical memory and 20 processors i386 running at 16 Mhz.
4.7.1. Task Creation and Synchronization

The following table displays the time overhead of the Paclib operations pacStart and
once for real tasks and once for their virtual counterparts (using pacVirtual
instead). The gures in parentheses are normalized with respect to a function call with
4 arguments (= 1) which takes about 5 s on our Sequent Symmetry.
pacWait

pacStart
pacWait

Real task Virtual task
260 s (52) 85 s (17)
340 s (68) 85 s (17)

In case of the pacWait benchmark, a single task argument was used (deterministic
wait). As shown in [Schreiner and Hong, 1993], every additional task argument (nondeterministic wait) costs another 60 s.
These gures illustrate that the application of virtual tasks considerably reduces the
creation overhead and also the synchronization overhead. However it is obvious that this
overhead is still an order of magnitude larger than the overhead for a simple function
call.
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4.7.2. Minimum Granularity and Maximum Task Number

We use an arti cial benchmark program to measure the minimumgrain size that virtual

Paclib tasks permit. This program has a recursive divide-and-conquer structure where

one recursive call is spawned as a virtual task and the task spins in the base case for a
period of t ms. The program is called with N = 12 i.e. 4048 virtual tasks are created.
Figure 11 displays the results of this benchmark executed with P processors:
1 The eciency of the parallel program (compared to a corresponding sequential
divide-and-conquer program) is acceptable for a grain size of t  1 ms (which
corresponds to 200 function calls). This still represents a signi cant constraint.
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2 During the program run at most 30 respectively 60 real tasks were in existence at a
time independently of the grain size t. Consequently the total memory consumption
of the program was limited to about 1.5 MB (with a 32 KB stack per task).
We note that with the application of virtual tasks the number of real tasks is constant.
This behavior (explained in detail in [Schreiner, 1994]) is a consequence of the changed
scheduling order of virtual tasks (depth- rst) in contrast to real tasks (breadth- rst)
when executing a divide-and-conquer algorithm. If the time required for the realization
of a virtual task were the same as for the creation of a virtual task, only P real tasks
would execute at all. However, since the realization time is much longer, the generated
task tree is unbalanced, which causes tasks to get blocked and additional virtual tasks
to be realized to keep processors busy.
We also benchmarked a corresponding program with real tasks and a reduced stack
size of 4 KB. This limited the maximum memory requirements of the program to 16 MB
but still caused some disk paging. Consequently the parallel program was in all cases
50{100 times slower than the sequential program.
Figure 12 visualizes pro ling data generated for both program variants (n = 10,
t = 1 ms) where the horizontal axis denotes the runtime. In the left diagram the lines
represent virtual tasks where the long ones (actually sequences of short segments) exhibit real tasks that execute many virtual tasks. In the right diagram, lines represent
real tasks; the long ones show where tasks were slowed down by disk paging (note the
di erent time scale). This drastically shows how the memory consumption of a program
also in uences the runtime.
4.7.3. Garbage Collection

We ran a set of benchmarks that measured the speedups that could be achieved for
the garbage collector by starting a number of dummy tasks that evenly allocated heap
cells. These programs tested the in uence of two parameters (see Figure 13):

Heap Load: The more heap cells are in use, the more time the mark phase takes.

For an almost empty heap, a speedup of more than 14 could be achieved compared
to a speedup of 12 for a heap with 60% cells in use.
Task Number: The more tasks are active, the better the load balancing in the
mark phase becomes. For a single task, only a speedup of 3 could be achieved; in
all other cases a maximum speedup of 13 was possible.
Summarizing, in most cases the speedup is linear up to 10 processors and achieves a
maximum of 14 with 18 processors. Each processor reclaims 1.5 MB of heap memory per
second which is identical to the sequential Saclib garbage collection rate. For typical
applications, the garbage collection overhead is less than 15% of the total execution time.
4.8. Performance Monitoring

For visualizing the dynamic aspects of a Paclib application, the kernel generates on
demand pro ling information during a program run. This information consists of trace
records that are written on each context switch of a task into a bu er which is constantly
ushed into a le. We have developed two batch programs, pacgraph and pacutil, that
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generate from this information LATEX pictures that visualize the execution of tasks and
the utilization of processors, respectively.
Figure 14 shows the output of these tools for a sample Paclib program with 18 processors in use. The left picture consists of a set of horizontal lines each of which represents
a particular task and shows in the horizontal direction the moments during which the
task was scheduled for execution. The right picture shows how many processors were
saturated with work at any time.
For interactive analysis we have also developed an X11 based visualization tool: Pacvis
[Hong et al, 1994] allows the programmer to monitor various aspects of a particular
program run in various levels of detail: these aspects include events corresponding to
individual tasks (like task creation and synchronization) as well as information about
the overall system state (heap consumption or the number of tasks executing, ready, and
blocked).
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The output of these tools has proved to be a valuable help for the development and in
particular for the ne-tuning of Paclib applications.

5. Current Work

Paclib is a system that is under continuous evolution. It has shown to be useful for
a number of applications [Stahl, 1992], [Hong, 1993], [Hong and Loidl, 1994] but there
are a variety of directions in which we are going to further develop it. First of all we will
extend the kernel to run on networks of computer workstations and/or shared memory
multi-processors. Then a compiler is being written for generating Saclib/Paclib code
from (para-)functional speci cations. Last but not least a complete re-implementation
of the system in C++ is under way that uses arrays (instead of lists) as the basic data
structure and utilizes modern software engineering concepts.

We would like to thank the anonymous referees for their constructive suggestions
for clarifying and improving the presentation of the paper.
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